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Chapter One:
Cultural Significance of Sacred Places
Places of worship play an important role in
architectural landmarks

all

of our communities both as historic

and as visible reminders of our history. Religious structures are

not just places for prayer, but serve as social and cultural centers for our communities.

The

aesthetic qualities of these buildings

us a great deal about our cultural heritage

tell

and what we have chosen as our cultural values. Places of worship - our churches,
synagogues, mosques, and sacred places - fomi an important part of our collective
architectural, religious,

and social

histoiy.'

The invaluable

role these religious buildings

play within our communities, especially in urban communities, must be recognized, for

if

they are ignored not only will a great amount of our cultural heritage disappear but the
social impact they

The
prove

to

act

have within our society will also be

lost.

of preservation begins with a decision of what to preserve. This can

be the most difficult part of the preservation process.

be preserved and on what basis are they making

this

Who

decides what should

important decision? Often

preservationists have been confronted with being labeled as lithomaniacs (lovers of
buildings), and sometimes, this

modem

society,

it is

may

be

true; but as the field

becoming apparent

structure, or landscape that

is

it is

impossible to preserve every building,

deemed worthy. Rather,

with a decision on what to preserve.

It is

of preservation grows with

the preservation process begins

this step in the

process that begins the critical

discussions of the concepts of values, heritage, and cultural significance and

one of these concepts are applied

to the building or

landscape

in question.

how each

It is

these

Calherine Goulet, "Documenting Historic Structures and Synagogues: Preservationists Take the Lead
Recording Religious Architecture," Inspired Winter, 1991, p.4.
1

in

from heritage and the functions heritage serves
practice of conservation.

If there is

for society

is

the true reason for the

no pubHc determination of value for a building, the

heritage of that building will most likely suffer greatly.

The assessment of values

is

assessment that should drive the decisions made

judgment of values

is

is

stakeholders.

Once

preservation effort.

in the

created the cultural significance of a building or

meant

statement that

determination of a heritage for

critical in the

to encapsulate the

this

many

site,

From

this

which

is

detemiination of significance

is

arrived

The process of valorizing begins when stakeholders

or communities) decide that

some

a

values determined by the various

at,

the preservation

process should then turn the potential threats that put the existence of these values

jeopardy."

this

it is

object or place

is

in

(individuals, institutions,

worth preserving,

that

it

represents

something worth remembering, something about themselves and their respective pasts
that should

be transmitted to future generations.^ The ultimate aim of conservation

should not be to conserve the material of a building for
values that

embody

Heritage

is

its

own

sake but maintain the

the heritage of the building.

made up of multiple

political, educational, aesthetic,

and

values such as economic, historical, spiritual,

artistic qualities.

As mentioned by Randall Mason

the article, "Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and

Choices":

"*

Randall Mason, "The Spheres and Challenges of Conservation,"

in

Values

and Heritage

Consei-vation,

Avrami and Randall Mason (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty Conservation Institute, 2000), 3-12.
'
Randall Mason, "Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices," in
Assessing the Values of Cultural Heritage, ed. Marta de la Torre (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty
ed. Erica

Conservation
*

ed. Erica
'

Institute,

2002), 5-27.

Randall Mason, "The Spheres and Challenges of Conservation."

in

Values

and Heritage

Avrami and Randall Mason (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty Conservation

Ibid.
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Conserx'ation,

Institute,

2000), 3-12.

in

Values are produced out of the interaction of an

artifact

contexts; they do not emanate from the artifact itself

and

its

Values can

thus only be understood with reference to social, historical, and

even

spatial contexts...'

Because of this multivalent nature of heritage,
into typologies that incorporate the values as

it

is

often useful to organize values

viewed from experts,

and other stakeholders of a heritage. Randall Mason

reflects

citizens,

communities,

on the different typologies

of values as created by various scholars and organizations such as Reigel, Lipe, The
Burra Charter, Frey, and The English Heritage:''
Reigl (1902)

In reflection

Institute

of the above mentioned typologies of values. The Getty Conservation

(GCI) delineated two major metacategories - sociocultural values and economic

values:

Sociocultural Values

Philadelphia and

whose existence

is

being constantly threatened. Because the two

metacategories of values - sociocultural and economic - do not actually refer to different

sets

of heritage values, but rather are two alternative ways of articulating and

understanding the wide range of values held by religious structures,
articulate the sociocultural values as they are the

most relevant

it is

in this

only necessary to

course of

discussion.

Historical value

is

the

first

Conservation Instimte and defined

on the
as,

list

of cultural values put forth by The Getty

"the capacity of a site to convey,

stimulate a relation or reaction to the past [which]

meaning of heritage
a great

objects."'"*

amount of collective

historical value

The value

is

to

comprehend and

religious architecture, a striking

it

is

example

is

that

Americans

these settlers

-

built in their

newly

convey

The purpose of identifying

through historical value that the

A thorough understanding of the

reflect

on our nation's

were often the very

settled villages.

Relafing to

past.

America was founded and

the pursuit of religious freedom. Places of worship

that early

a part of the fundamental nature and

history of early America.

educational value of our cultural heritage emerges.

one

or

in religious architecture is its ability to

can not be underestimated, for

historical value allows

embody

settled

first

upon

in

buildings

The places of worship

built

by

mosques, synagogues, churches, and temples- provide us with important

evidence about America's unique heritage, unique because of the variety of religions that

were allowed

to

be practiced

at

a time

when

in other countries this

was unacceptable.

Since then, these buildings have become monuments to our past and remind us of whom

'''

Randall Mason, "Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices,"
la Torre (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty

Assessing the Values of Cultural Heritage, ed. Marta dc
Conservation Institute, 2002), 5-27.
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in

our ancestors once were. Whether simple or grand,

all

worship places are manifestations

of this country's diverse religious traditions and beliefs and through

communicate

their history they

early America's story.

Because history and heritage are core elements of all cultures - the
materials, and habits passed through time

-

part of the fundamental notion of heritage.

cultural values, like historical values,

group.

embody

those characteristics that

we

will understand cultural

identify as representative of an ethnic

Many

bazaars and other ventures, but for the most part

Churches became symbols of ethnic
their cultures alive.

that are scattered

in pursuit

of

churches were built by the manual labor of immigrants and

Money was

often with the contribution of their financial resources.

keep

we

As previously mentioned, America was deluged with immigrants

religious freedom.

become

Cultural value and historical value are often

"

very similar; therefore for the purposes of this typology,
value to

ideas,

it

identity; early

Today one only needs

to

raised through fairs,

was through personal

contributions."'

Americans needed these buildings
look

at the variety

to

of sacred places

throughout our country to be reminded of the rich ethnic diversity that

has seasoned our communities. This

most ardent moral and

is

particularly evidenced

financial supporters

by the

fact that

some of the

of the upkeep of historic churches are the

descendants of the ethnic founders, even though the existing congregation

may now be

completely unrelated to the founding group.

The next

sociocultural value to be discussed

preservation field continues to

'^

grow

in the public

that

of social value. As the

awareness, the social value held by

Randall Mason, "Assessing Values in Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices," in

Assessing the Values of Cultural Heritage, ed. Marta de
Conservation Institute, 2002), 5-27.
'*

is

la

Torre (Los Angeles,

CA: The Getty

June Sawyers, "Special Places, Special Treasures," Chicago Tribune. 19 February 1988,

7

sec. 7, p. 3.

historic buildings

is

one of the best alhes

that the preservation field

through the social values of a building that

The community

building alive.

is

is

could have.

sometimes the saving grace of keeping a

often the strongest voice that

may

decide what

buildings are preserved and what buildings are not to be preserved, therefore

especially important to realize

preservation

due

how

community wishes

to the large square footage

can offer

Values

in

to suit

modem

the current

to preserve.

needed

to

It is

community

is

it is

using the space the

Religious buildings are no exception to this

hold religious services and the practical uses

needs. Said best by Randall

Mason

in his article,

it

"Assessing

Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices":

The

social

values

of

heritage

enable

and

social

facilitate

connections, networks, and other relations in a broad sense, one
not necessarily related to central historical values of heritage.
Social value encompasses those activities that do not necessarily capitalize directly on the

historical values

more
it

of the

site but, rather,

on the public-space, shared-space

qualities.

It is

often the case that a church will take advantage of this large open space and utilize

for a

purpose other than religious services. In urban areas, where adequate

often hard to find,

traditionally

community groups, youth

found a

home

in the ancillary

activities

facilities are

and social programs have

spaces of religious buildings. There are

currently 2,000 churches in the city of Philadelphia built before 1940,

90%

of which

provide social services, very often to children and youth that are not of their
congregation.'*

" Randall Mason, "Assessing Values

in

Conservation Planning: Methodological Issues and Choices,"

Assessing the Values of Cidlwal Heritage, ed. Marta de
Conservation Institute, 2002), 5-27.
'*

la

in

Torre (Los Angeles, CA: The Getty

Lou Baldwin, "When Churches Crumble Neighborhoods Crumble, Too," The Catholic Standard and

Times, 26 Apn\ 2001,

p. 3.

Another important point
architecture

is

landmarks

be made regarding the social value of religious

that religious architecture

primary focal points of a

community.'

to

city,

by design and location

among

very often

the

town, or neighborhood and thus becomes a landmark of the

Because of their great mass, scale or height,

in the essential

is

historic religious buildings are

meaning of the word. They were frequently

built to

be such

landmarks, often designed by the finest architects of their day, utilizing the best materials,

employing the most sophisticated craftsmanship, housing great works of art and then
conspicuously placed to be visual monuments
large city.""

Whether or not

places, they are reassured

by

in their village,

town, neighborhood, or

the people of the neighborhood are

their

members of these sacred

presence and the preservation of these buildings can

only add to the sense of rootedness and commitment to their communities."' As a focal
point within the neighborhood, religious architecture can

and peace, most strongly
Philadelphia.

possibility, a

felt in

A raised spire
community

seem

to stand tall in the midst

hope

that the

middle of chaos and human tragedy

and

a place to serve."

of troubling times and

whole neighborhood has not

Next on The Getty Conservation
is

a tangible

poor and decaying urban neighborhoods

in the

center,

become

Sacred places

at the

fallen victim to

Institute's

list is

same time

a

of West

landmark of

good health

offer a

glimmer of

urban decay.

spiritual

and religious value.

It

obvious that religious architecture indeed holds spiritual and religious value. People

gather in houses of worship to recognize the ebb and flow of human

'"*

like that

is

in

form of hope

life,

such as

David Fredrick, "Meditation on the Dilemma of Churches and Preservation," Indiana Preserx'ationists 6

(1988): 4.
""

Henry McCartney, "Let's Save Our Church Building," Democrat and Chronicle, 5 January 2000, p. 5.
Randall J. Cotton, "The Value of Historic Religious Buildings: A Theological View and Cultural View,"
Partners for Sacred Places.
" Thomas F. Pike, "Churches Mark Social Fabric," The Plain Dealer Forum. 12 December 1989, p. 4.
"'

9

baptisms, marriages, and deaths. There

worship and

As mentioned

setting.

in

a powerful relationship

between the

act

of

"The Value of Historic Religious Buildings:

A

is

Theological and Cultural View":

Many
awe

people - not

all,

many -

but

comes more

or dread

find the worshipping spirit of

new. They
by guides from the past who offer a thousand
quiet inducements to enter with them a space which they have
worked and worshipped. Spaces do accumulate experience. They
easily in old places than in

feel greeted there

will impart those experiences if
us:

in

messages they send

The

we

are attentive.

they will teach us; because

fact,

effect that a building has

We

to our unconscious.

we

They can teach

cannot avoid the

are wise to listen.

^^

on a congregation can not be overlooked. The image of a

church or house of worship can easily bring up deep emotional

because of the

ties

personal and sacred events that have been held inside these particular buildings.

The

last

cultural heritage

heritage.

value to be discussed

is

aesthetic.

In the context of this discussion of

and cultural values, aesthetic value

Although subjective

will refer to the visual qualities

in nature, interpretations

of

of how an object or building

looks have often been the basis on which the object or building has been detemiined to be
part of our collective cultural heritage.

by the best

architects

using creative

cases produced

more popular expressions of mankind's impulse

skills that are

believed to be God-given.

"The Value of Historic Religious Buildings:
architects

many

and craftsmen available of the day. Traditionally, religious

architecture has been one of the

God

Religious strucaires were in

were no exception

A Theological

As mentioned

to

honor

in the article,

and Cultural View,"

to this:

Much of the

best work of this country's artisans - both famous and
unknown - was executed for religious buildings. In both large

Randall J. Cotton, "The Value of Historic Religious Buildings:
Partners for Sacred Places.

10

A

Theological

View and

Cultural View,"

and small towns across America, the pinnacle of architectural
work is usually the churches and synagogues.
Virtually every acclaimed American architect or studio tried their
hand at ecclesiastical design."''
cities

and

artistic

Often these buildings reflected the opulence of an

era, if the city

was

thriving they could

then afford to direct their resources into the creation of a church or synagogue as they
often did.

Architects alone are not the only talents that should be recognized for the creation

of such treasures. After the design

is

completed, the craftsmen that have realized the

conception of the designer must also be praised. Historic houses of worship are often
filled

with luminous stained-glass windows, detailed paintings, colorful mosaics,

and hand-carved wood

sculptures, tapestries,

plasterers, muralists,

tile

etc.

created by the most talented of

masons, carpenters, furniture makers, cravers, stained-glass

makers, metal smiths, gilders, and tapestry makers.

centuries, one

can be argued that for

of the chief glories of human creativity has been our religious buildings."

Ironically, these values that

why

It

artists,

have just been discussed can often be the very reason

these religious structures have been so difficult to maintain and hence

urban decay. The architectural quality and complexity as well as the
the religious structure,

is

a

double edged sword;

it

is

what contributes

fall

artistic

to the

victim to

works within
value of the

building but because of the expense of the repair and therefore the lack of resources to

fund the repair,
Also,

it

to deal

is

it

can often be the reason for neglect and the beginnings of deterioration.

often the case that the owners/stewards of religious structures are not qualified

with the maintenance and structural problems inherent in these large and ornate

Ibid.
Ibid.
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structures.

The preservation of sacred landmarks

even tramed engineers and

architects."*'

taxes the imagination and stamina of

Maintenance of historic buildings often requires

expertise of conservation specialists which can be very expensive, often exceeding that of
a rehgious institution's budget.

The

factors that have led to the increased

these buildings are

complex are ultimately

sacred places and the

buildings

at risk

throughout

tlireat

the focus of this thesis.

It is

the values held

by

against these values that are continually putting these

of disappearing from our landscape. These threats are classified

this thesis as risk factors.

These

risk factors are defined

infomiation such as population change, vacancy

Other threats

abandonment or underutilization of

rate,

by census-based

unemployment

that define additional risk factors that are particular to

rate,

and poverty.

each individual

sacred place are exterior condition, structural condition, budget, influx of capital,

proximity of sacred place to congregants,

filled capacity,

and ownership of property.

It is

understood that there exists a cause and effect relationship between these threats and the
disappearance of sacred places.

It is

through the distilling of this cause and effect

relationship that a triage of sacred places will be identified as

most

in

need of

preservation.

This study focuses on the regional area of West Philadelphia which currently
includes 172 sacred places.

attributes

A

database containing these 172 sacred places and various

of each sacred place has been prepared as well as an additional database

relating to census infonnation in

Arc View 8.1©,

'

West Philadelphia.

will process this database in the

Thomas F.Pike, "Churches Mark

A

Geographic Information System,

form of spatial analysis

Social Fabric," The Plain Dealer

12

Fonim,

1

2

that will result in

December 989,
1

p.4.

the output of

maps

that indicate areas

for each threat identified.

Three

final

of highest
composite

will be created identifying the following: areas

to lowest risk within

risk

West Philadelphia

maps defining continuums of risk

of impoverishment, areas of health of

building conditions, and areas of strength of congregations. These composite risk
will be created in

places within

most

in

hopes

to clarify the relationship

West Philadelphia,

need of preservation

maps

of the threats identified to the sacred

as well as to identify a cluster of sacred places that are

if the

resources

become

13

available.

Chapter Two:
Geographic Information System as Cultural Resource Management Tool

Documentation and architectural surveys fonn the cornerstone of all preservation
related activities

and research. Before one can propose recommendations for any given

project a thorough understanding of the site and/ or structure

must be as comprehensive

as the existing material will pennit. Gathering this

documentary material and data can

may

include items such as photographs,

often prove to be overwhelming as the results

maps, original drawings, which

may

exist in a variety

of forms. Documentary data can

also include survey information including things such as exterior condition, structural

condition, monetary values, etc. This infomiation can easily

become overwhelming.

Preservationists and cultural resource managers have investigated

this

many ways

to

compile

infomiation in a coherent manner and in doing so enabling this infomiation

applicable to preservation-based projects.

A

geographic infomiation system can be powerful in

a cultural resource

management

tool.

A

many ways,

in particular, as

geographic infomiation system has the power to

synthesize, prepare, and analyze data from a variety of sources in a single
particular study, a geographic information system

is

used

variety of sources, as well as to create a cartographical

fomm. For

to synthesize data

model

this

from a

that utilizes a geographic

infomiation system as a cultural resource management tool for the multitude of sacred
places within

West Philadelphia.

Geographic Information Systems has proven
preservationists to

manage

historic resources.

14

GIS

to

be an extremely valuable tool for

offers flexible

ways

to

approach

cultural resource

way

to

management, preservation planning, and documentation."^ GIS

examine these resources

establishing the

modem

and

one another or individually,

in relationship to

historic context

offers a

of particular

sites

and/or structures."

It is

important to mention that although GIS offers tools and techniques to analyze and
organize cultural resources, a

GIS approach must be preformed

traditional ideas, approaches,

and concerns.

It is

critically

way of looking

a

historical data to reveal patterns in an illustrative and,

at

and complement

both

modem

and

sometimes, analytical manner.

For preservation planning and cultural resource management, accurate locational
data

is vital

to success in integrating a variety

of resources

geographic analysis. The organizational principle
locational data. Location

this particular

as a

common

common

is

what enables the user

in a

that will

work together

in a

geographic information system

to integrate

and analyze

data."

is

For

smdy, locational data of the sacred places within West Philadelphia serves
denominator and thus

is

the pivot point that allows

all

data to exist on a

platfonn. For example, having data on an individual sacred place such as their

budget, as well as having data on the rate of vacancy within the census tract the sacred

place

is

located, allows these

two pieces of data

to

be analyzed relative to one another

based on location.

A

geographic infomiation system can serve

many

purposes, one significant

purpose being to provide a tool for documentation and the creation of a framework for
indexing cultural resources.

"

By having

cultural resources

documented

in a

program such

Deidre McCarthy, "Using Geographic Infomiation Systems With Historical Roads," Preser-ving the

Road in America Conference, 5 March 1998.
James Stein et al, "Applying GPS to Historic Preservation and Architectural Surveys," The 10"
Conference on Research and Resource Management in Parks and on Public Land (30 January 2003). <

Historic
'"

http://wM'w2.cr.nps.gov/gis/reports/sw\'ey/hist_pres_gps.htm>
"'

Anne Kelly Knowles, "Introducing Historical GIS," in Past Time. Past Place. GIS For History, ed.
Kelly Knowles (Redlands, California: ESRI Press, 2002). xv.
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as a GIS, these resources

capabilities.

become manageable and easy

accessible for querying

Maintaining accurate and current information that

shared with other

is

organizations and agencies across states a

GIS can

and cultural resource management.-"^

important to mention that in order for

preservationists to

manage

cultural resources,

the information about them.

location, the

in

common

"where"

this

as

It is

A

it

is critical

major organizing principle

opposed

to the

preservation planning

understand

to

in

GIS

as

how

to

manage

mentioned before

is

"what." Both preservationists and planners have

concern for the where of a given place which can serve as a platform for

the collaboration

between these two

parties.

Other information technologies that focus

on the "what" properties of a given object such
a project such as this as the data

to

facilitate better

would

AutoCAD would

as

lose effectiveness in

relate to individual objects that

would not be able

be analyzed in reference to one another. Technologies such as GIS that

as a pivot point can provide both preservationists

utilize location

and planners with the tools they need

stay fully involved in the preservation of a given place.

It

to

allows for the ongoing

documentation and management of cultural resources within a specified area and avoids
simply reacting once a cultural resource
It is

threatened.

important to mention the issue of scale and

GIS technology but maps
of different scale
micro-scale.

is

in general.

Maps,

as

it is

how

it

plays a role not only in a

well known, can operate on a

levels: world, country, state, city, regional, individual structure

The power of GIS

to operate

on these various scale adds

attractiveness of this tool within preservation studies.

Deidre McCarthy, "Applying GIS Technologies

CRM,"

to

16

and

to the

Infonnation on cultural resources

can be recorded on these various scales and add tremendously

(1998): 34-35.

number

to the

Cultural Resource

documentation of

Management

Bulletin 2\

'

these cultural resources.

clarify the level at

The

sensitivity to the scale

of analysis helps historical scholars

which certain explanations work well and where they become

less

convincing.'

The functions and

capabilities available in a

GIS can

significantly help in the

maintenance, interpretation, and management of a variety of cultural resources.

geographic infonnation system allows users

to integrate previously

manipulate the data, and to query the data

produce innovative approaches

A

preservation planning.

GIS

to

in the abstract

A

unassociated data, to

can be very convincing but

it

to

is

important to

mention some specific methodologies and factual infonnation regarding GIS teclmology
produce these innovative approaches

that helps

Most

GIS can

often, a

to preservation planning.

take the fomi of three categories.

spatially referenced database in

which

The

integral part

is

A

momentum

in the field

of preservation

geographic infonnation system

is

and

a visualization tool

field

is

and slowly but

planning.-^'

a set of computer programs that store,

encode, merge, analyze, and output spatial infonnation." GIS
features by location

a

is

of the research process. The third category

an analytical tool which has been mainly used in the social science
surely gaining

category

different sources of data can be brought together

and interrelated through the use of location. The second category

where a map now becomes an

first

their attributes so they

is

able to digitally link

can be displayed graphically

in

maps

as

well as undergo various spatial analyses. Features can be analyzed by their geographic

Anne Kelly Knowles, "Introducing Historical GIS," in Past Time. Past Place.
Kelly Knowles (Redlands, California: ESRI Press, 2002), xix.

-"

"

Ian Gregory,

"A

Place

in

History:

A

Guide

to

Using GIS

in Historical

GIS For Histon;

Research,"

March 2003). <htlp:hds.esscx.ac.uk/g2gp/gis/index.asp>.
"John Knoerl, "Mapping History Using GIS," Cultural Resources Mapping. (13 March 2003).
Practice, (13

<http://www2.cr.nps.gov/gis/knoerl.htm .>.
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AMDS Guides to Good

characteristics such as location, distance, proximity, density,

attributes,

such as social, economic, and physical

layers of information into a single

various themes within a

image

map to create

to

and

characteristics.^'*

their

GIS can combine

convey a theme, or conversely,

individual layers.

by

dispersal, or

An example

it

can pull out

of a layer

is

a set of

data that illustrates just the religious affiliated structures within a region compared to
illustrating all

layering

of the structures on the map (see Figure

- can be done

spatial analysis

for simple visual comparison and

it

is

the basis for

known

as

methods of

such as overlay, in which GIS integrates and analyzes two or more layers

may sound

of geographic information. This
particular

This process - also

1).

simplistic but the ability to

themes within a single map and then combine them

manner has proven

to

in a clear

draw out
and concise

be of great use to historical and preservation planning studies.

Sacred Places

West Philadelphia
2000

Legend
jg-S^ Fairmount Park
Unwersily

Figure

" Anne

1:

Example of Layering

Kelly Knowles, "Introducing Historical GIS,"

Kelly Knowles (Redlands, California:

ESRI

in

Buidlngs in West Phltadelphia

o

Sacred Places n West

Ptiiiadelphli

Capabilities

Past Time, Past Place. GIS For History,

Press, 2002), xiv.
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When

used as an investigative

tool,

it

can visualize

and shape

statistics

lines

of

inquiry by allowing researchers to test hypotheses concerning the relationship between

various characteristics of an area such as population shifts and distribution of wealth

among

a particular layer of data.^"^

historians

known

as spatial autocorrelation

- by running various

analytical operations

layers. ^^ This is not a

an illustrative

GIS can be used

new

-

to test a

popular theory

that everything

this

related to everything else

is

on individual layers or combination of

theory to the field of history, but a

way of proving

among

GIS

is

a tool that provides

theory to be true or false according to the particular

study in question.

GIS operates with

features being represented

by points,

lines, or

polygons. For

example, a polygon could represent a body of water such as the Schuylkill River, a

line

could represent a road such as Lancaster Avenue, and a point could represent a structure

such as a sacred place within West Philadelphia. Different characteristics of these
features are

known

particular colors.

as attributes

An example

West Philadelphia by

and can be represented graphically by symbols or

of this would be to represent each sacred place on a

the exterior condition rating.

map of

The map would have each sacred

place illustrated in a different color according to the rating of their exterior condition of

which would be indicated on the map legend (see Figure
can be analyzed with a large

suite

of spatial

significant distance around a feature

known

1 1 ).

On

tools, including the

the analytical side, they

drawing zones of

as "buffers" to show, for example,

how

distance from a point or polygon, or travel time along a road shaped past experiences and

" Monica Pratt, "GIS Provides a New View on the Past," ArcUser. July-September 2002, 68-69.
" Anne Kelly Knowles, "Introducing Historical GIS," in Past Time. Past Place. GIS For History,
Kelly Knowles (Redlands, California:

ESRI

Press, 2002), xiv.
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conditions.'^ In order to obtain these features such as hnes, polygons, or points in a GIS,

they can be lifted off historical or present day

maps and

digitized according to their

shape.

Another approach often used
is

GIS

in historical

the process of integrating historical

maps mto

a

is

GIS

known

to

as georeferencing,

which

analyze the spatial information

they contain, or to layer them with other spatial data. Georeferencing begins by selecting

map and

control points on a scan of the historical

aligning

them with

their actual

geographic location, either by assigning geographic coordinates to each point, or by
linking each point to

its

equivalent on a

points are in place, one applies the

fit

the

map

in place

modem

warp

accurate digital map.

ftinction,

Once

done by a mathematical algorithm,

map. This process of adjustment

is

also

known

important to mention that rubber sheeting a historical
or correct.

The

to

according to the chosen projection system as nearly as possible.

Further adjustments can be done manually in an attempt to find the best
original

the control

map does

differing sizes and scales in the

process such as this would be a great use

when

for the

as "rubber sheeting."

great advantage of this georeferencing process

combine maps of greatly

fit

not

is

make

that

it

it

It is

very

more accurate

allows one to

same coordinate

space. ^'

A

dealing with a temporal aspect of a

preservation planning project.

A geographic

infonnation system

is

often used to create a cartographic

model

representing a specific combination of operations designed to form a descriptive

" Myron

P. Gutmann, "Preface," in Past Time. Past Place, GJSfor Histon: ed.
(Redlands, California: ESRI Press, 2002), ix.
'"

David Rumsey

et al, "Historical

Knowles (Redlands,

California:

Maps

ESRI

in

GIS,"

Press,

in

Anne Kelly Knowles

Past Time, Past Place. GISforHistoiy. ed. Anne Kelly

2002) 6

'"Ibid.
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geographic scenario or to solve a particular problem. The process of analysis can take the

form of complex or simple procedures. The procedure
locating features by their attributes, and

qualities.

For

this particular

may

involve simple queries,

more complex queries dealing with

study and example of a spatial query

density of poor building conditions of the sacred places within

:s

spatial

to illustrate the

West Philadelphia

(see

Figure 12).

It is

important to point out both the advantages and disadvantages that a

geographic mformation system has to offer when used
studies.

GIS
in

is

in

conducting preservation-related

Most of the advantages have been highlighted so

and

how

it is

used.

However,

it

far in the discussion

of what a

should be emphasized that GIS has a great value

being a forum for a multidisciplinary project. Preservation-related activities never

stand alone. Collaboration with other disciplines such as planning, architecture,

archaeology, sociology, and history -just to

name

a

few -

is

an absolute requirement to

provide the best solution to a preservation problem or activity.
discriminate amongst the information
a multitude of the

above mention

As mentioned

map

yields

many

rewards. Paper

for

may

maps

induce

into a project that will often

work with

often contain so

human

advantage of a digitized

map

is

come from

to

that

a digital

much

map

verses a paper

infomiation that

little

in to layers creating the

sense

By

error because of this density of data.

map, various features can be separated

some unique analyses unable

does not

fields.

previously, being able to

can be made of them and
digitizing a

embedded

A GIS

opportunity

be prefomied on traditional paper maps. Another

one can

map

material in the course of research.

comparison of two paper maps can and has often been done, but
21

it

The

must be mentioned

that the conclusions arrived

acuity and interpretive

In addition to a

professions,

GIS's

is

it

from

skill.

Paper maps can also be expensive

framework

ability to integrate text, images,

disadvantages.

and

it

can be difficult

Much
also

to

and maps

in

revise.

its

one electronic space.

come without

practical disadvantage to a

combine data

produce and

for muhidisciplinary

GIS

is

its

own

set

of

that the software

A more complex disadvantage to using GIS

is

expensive

in cultural studies is that

sets that use different standards

and operating systems.

of the data for a historical GIS project will be taken from historical maps which

may

limitations of

of human

scale.

its

demands on

original

particular

A map

error.

is

the data

become

greater than if the

problem solving

projects.

to

the historical

zoom

map were

in to a

static as

very fine detail,

they existed in the

inaccuracy and or misunderstanding in a series of

'

can not be stressed enough that a geographic information system

tools to aid in the research and

maps

only ever as accurate within the

Also, due to the capability of GIS to

map. This as well may lead

It

The capturing of this data from

not be accurate themselves.

will also induce a bit

the

forum

to

for a multitude of varying source material such as

information system does not

The most

difficult to use.

only as reliable as the reader's visual

is

ability to create a collaborative

also a

A geographic

comparison

this

development of a preservation

project.

is

only a set of

A GIS can be

thought of as a method that preservationists can use to reexamine existing data from a

new

angle.

The

ability

of a GIS to integrate, analyze and visually represent data from a

*"

David Rumsey et al, "Historical Maps in GIS." in Past Time. Past Place. GIS for Histoiy. ed. Anne Kelly
Knowles (Rediands, California: ESRI Press, 2002), 2.
" Sandy Weber et al, "Computer Maps for Cultural Resource Planning," Cultural Resource Management
Bulletin
'-

(\9U):

1-4.

Ibid.
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variety of sources and disciplines can only add to the understanding of the project."^

use of a

GIS has proved

particularly useful

buildings, roads, or other features

for the

that could not

When

now

understanding of their historical
has available to

storing of data but the

new

ability

it

not only a

of spatial analysis

have been done with paper maps.

one decides

The use of a GIS

common

managing and

the position of historic artifacts,

intrinsic to the

Place-based historical research

significance.

framework

is

when

The

to use a

GIS

in a project,

good practice should be adhered

in preservation studies is still in its early stages

practice.

The

limitations of using a

and has not become

GIS should always be on

recognized from the inception of any GIS-based project.

A

to.

the forefront

and

with any historical and

preservation research project, data should always be used in the most original form as
possible.

A geographic

infonnation system

is

a powerful, effective

and

efficient

conservation tool. Both as a monitoring tool and analytical tool, the field of preservation

amongst many others can benefit greatly from the use of a GIS

to

manage many of the

cultural resources in our landscape that so often appear to be threatened.

behind a GIS
buildings.

is

that

With

'

have been able

David Rumsey

to sift out patterns

would have otherwise been too complex or

methods. With that having been

et al, "Historical

Knowles (Redlands,

"

able to link attribute data to spatially referenced features such as

this ability researchers

relationships that

traditional

it is

The power

California:

Maps

in

GIS,"

in

ESRI Press 2002)

said, a

difficult to

GIS extends what

and

expose through

preservationists

Past Time, Past Place. GIS for Histoiy, ed. Anne Kelly
1

Ibid.
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already do, that

is

to

manage and preserve

cultural resources as efficiently

as possible.

24

and effectively

Chapter Three:

A Regional Study: West Philadelphia
This thesis focuses on sacred places within the regional area of West Philadelphia.

West Philadelphia has provided an area of study
urban community surviving

and 14.2 square miles,

it

is

in today's

home

to

Schuylkill River and

modem world.

many

as well as a profusion of sacred places.

rich in texture

and representative of an

Consisting of 25 neighborhoods

residences, educational and health institutions,

West Philadelphia

Cobbs Creek Parkway.

Its

is

located between the

northwestern boundary

is

City Avenue,

bounded on the south by the route of the Media- West Chester raikoad near Baltimore

Avenue

(see Figure 2).

Figure

2:

Neighborhoods of West Philadelphia'*^

West Philadelphia Data and Information Resources, "West Philadelphia Neighborhoods," Neighborhood
Data. (24 February 2003. < httD://westphiUvdata.librarv.upenn.edu/ >
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West Philadelphia has experienced dramatic
over the

stability

last several

in poverty,

vacancy of many properties. As determined by

and an increase
this study.

in the

abandonment and

West Philadelphia

is

home

to

172 houses of worship, a great quantity for the size of this area.

at least

West Philadelphia was
and Welsh

Thomas

land

population and economic

decades. This shift has resulted in a substantial loss of the

middle class population, an increase

estates

shifts in

first

inhabited by the Leni Lenape Indians

A real

settlers arrived in the 1600s.

Pascall,

began

to

Jr.,

who

reported only 15 landowners in

be subdivided beginning

was developed

estate assessment

in the

for residential purposes.

West

was taken

The neighborhoods of Powelton and

crowded "old

of Mantua, Belmont, and Parkside was developed

in 1875,

its

followed by Drexel University in

Philadelphia had established

its

1693 by

1800s and early 1900s and most of this

Philadelphia. These houses were built in the early to

The University of Pennsylvania moved

in

British

Philadelphia. These

of Spruce Hill are the oldest remaining large areas of developed housing

car" suburbs outside of an increasingly

when

mid 1800s
city."

in the

By

West

as fashionable "street

The working-class housing

second half of the 19" century.

campus from Center City
1892.''*'

in

parts

the

to

West Philadelphia

end of the 19* century West

role within the larger city as

home

to not

only residences

but educational institutions as well.

During the period 1910

to 1940,

West Philadelphia experienced rapid

urbanization following the construction of the Market-Frankford El.

that the majority

was

at this

time

of West Philadelphia's housing was developed. The remainder of West

Philadelphia's neighborhoods as they exist today

'*'

It

became homes

for

middle class

Philadelphia City Planning Commission, "West Philadelphia," The Plan for West Philadelphia. June

1994. (6

March 2003). < hltp://www. penn-partners.org/vvp/plan/ .>
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As with any development of an

families.

affected

West

Philadelphia.

Baltimore, and

and supplies

Long

area, the increase

of transportation greatly

distance roads like that of Lancaster, Haverford,

Woodland Avenue provided

the conduit for the

movement of both food

western areas within West Philadelphia which allowed for

to far

its

further

development.
Philadelphia as a city experienced an unprecedented period of population growth

in the first

in

half of the 20"' century.

1950 and since

Table

3,

that time the population has

beginning

from year

to year.

The population of West Philadelphia reached

in 1950, the

decreased by 33%."^^

As

its

peak

indicated in

population in West Philadelphia has steadily decreased

Population loss has been a factor closely tied to West Philadelphia's

other major problems: vacancy, unemployment, and poverty.

West Philadelphia: Population Change by Decade

|

becomes and therefore more properties become abandoned or vacated which continues
the

downward

spiral.

West Philadelphia: Vacancy Rate by Decade

1

considered poor.'" Almost one

below the federal poverty

in five

people in West Philadelphia

in

level."

West Philadelphia: Poverty Rate by Decade

2000

still

existed

Chapter Four:
GIS Analysis: Methodology, Maps, Results

A

geographic information system can be powerful

cultural resource

management

tool.

A

many ways,

in

particularly as a

geographic infomiation system has the power

to

synthesize, prepare, and analyze data from a variety of sources in a single forum. For this

particular study of analyzing the regional area of

of sacred places within

this area

West Philadelphia - and

- the methodology involved three phases. Phase

study was the collection of a variety of data. Phase

so that

all

of the data existed

in a single database.

processing of this data, in which

and resulted

in the

the condition

it

was subject

output of physical

maps

II,

was

Phase

of this

the synthesizing of this data

III

to a variety

I

involved the actual

of spatial analytical techniques

as data presentation.

The purpose of this

study was to create a cartographic model in which the various data that had been
collected relating either to the region of

individual sacred places within

risk,

West Philadelphia

or data that

West Philadelphia could be analyzed

was

as a

particular to

contimnim of

varying from high to low. The purpose of this cartographic model was to evaluate

the conditions in

which the sacred places within West Philadelphia are currently

surviving and to look at the prospects of their survival in the future.

The cartographic model constructed

for this study

was

cartographic model verses a prescriptive cartographic model.

model has

largely in part a descriptive

A

descriptive cartographic

the ability to analyze and synthesize cartographic data in

which the data can

then represent facts or to provide an effective description of a geographic phenomena""

A

prescriptive cartographic

" Dana

model involves some form of cartographic

C. Tomlin, Geographic Information Systems

allocation, an

and Cartographic Modeling (Englewood

Prentice Hall, 1990), p. 198.
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.

Cliffs, NJ:

answer

to a question, in

amongst the

larger

which

particular locations within a region

may be

continuum prescribed by the descriptive model.

A

selected

descriptive

cartographic model can be understood as a model that answers questions where a
prescriptive

model involves an element of intent

A

satisfying an inquiry.

satisfy a predefined set

prescriptive

model

all

problem

of objectives subject to a recognized

provided a continuum of areas of high

to

within West Philadelphia.

descriptive

low

set

model resulted

having a continuum of highest

The second

as

opposed

to just

actively proposes a solution in order to

Particular to this study, the descriptive

descriptive maps,

to solve a

risk

of constraints.

in three

to lowest risk.

due

map

geographic

The

to the severity

^''

first

map

of impoverishment

illustrated the density

of both the

healthiest

and poorest building conditions for each sacred place within West Philadelphia.

The

map

third

illustrates the density

individual congregation.

utilize spatial analyses to

of the social and economic strength of each

The next phase of this

descriptive cartographic

model was

to

determine the following: sacred places with the socially and

economically strongest congregations, and what areas of impoverishment and health of
building conditions that these strongest congregations

The

first

objective in this study

was

to state the

lay.

problem or rather

to

pose the

question to be answered by the cartographic model. The inquiry of this particular study

was

to

detemiine the areas of highest to lowest risk

in relation to three

groups of data as

mentioned above. The next step involved the fomiulation of the cartographic model and
the execution of this model.

The passive inquiry which

resulted in three continuums of

high to low risk respective to the three sets of data: social and economic strength of
Dana C. Tomlin, Geographic Information Systems and Cartographic Modeling (Englewood
Prentice Hall, 1990),

p.

198.
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Cliffs,

NJ:

congregation data, impoverishment per census
conditions data; then

became an

and health of building

tract data,

active inquiry in

which precise questions were asked

with the expectation of the return of results.

Phase

I

of this project began with the collection of a body of data,

analyzed would detennine the areas of high and low

risk.

It is

that

when

here within the

cartographic model and geographic information systems process that the knowledge of
the professional/ practioner

is

imperative.

only through intimate knowledge and

It is

exhaustive research that that these criteria can be arrived upon.
the balance

It

must be stressed

between the expertise of a professional and capabilities of a geographic

infonnation system

is critical.

A

GIS can never be

a replacement for expertise of a

professional but rather should only be used as a tool to enhance this expertise.
student,

I

that

have relied upon a thorough

literature

detennine those factors that have previously led

As

a

review and primary infonnation to
to

urban communities. Said best by David Fredrick

disappearance of sacred places in

in,

"Meditation on the Dilemma of

Churches and Preservation":
Declining church membership and economic and social changes in
the surrounding neighborhoods coupled with building deterioration

and the high cost of repair, maintenance and energy have led many
denominations and congregations to soul-searching deliberations
over the future of the historic religious structures."

As eloquently

said above, the factors that have lead to the disappearance of sacred places

have been of both social and economic weaknesses.

model

to list the criteria

by beginning

to

It is

tempting within a cartographic

look at the specific data that

is

available for the

David Fredrick, "Meditation on the Dilemma of Churches and Preservation," Indiana Preservationists 6
(1988): 4.
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study.

However,

it

is

generally not advisable to start from a

Rather one should begin by

listing general criteria that

body of existing

data.

they believe would relevant to the

study in a clear and concise manner. Then, from this general listing should follow a

formulation of specific criteria that can be used in the cartographic model. The process

should be of deduction rather than induction, with "parents" of a given issue and then to
infer

its "offspring."''''

relevant to this study:

Social Issues

->

Indicated in the table below, listed are the criteria believed to be

1

subcategories ("offspring") that are believed to contribute to putting sacred places

Furthermore, the data used

The data must

is

meaning

this data

cartographic model must also satisfy three conditions.

be: all-inclusive, mutually exclusive,

be all-inclusive in a

it

in the

way

to define.

at risk.

that the data

and meaningful. ''" The data should

accounts for a complete spectrum of the component

Data should be mutually exclusive

does not overlap or predefine another

in a

way

that the

spectrum of

of data. The "offspring" categories

set

must not conclude or generalize another "offspring" category.
obviously, the data must be meaningful to the study,

it

Finally,

and perhaps most

should be relevant and bear

responsibility to the issue at hand.

The next challenge was

A

to locate this data.

of which three proved to be most useful. The

first

variety of resources

resource utilized

was

were consulted,

a geospatial

database received from the Board of Revision of Taxes from the city of Philadelphia.

This database contained the primary point locations of each individual sacred place via
their address, as well as the exterior condition rating

second resource

that

was

utilized for data collection

Bureau. This data was accessed through a website

of each sacred place structure. The

was data from

known

as

the U.S.

Census

West Philadelphia Data and

Infonnation Resources ( http://westphillvdata.librarv.upenn.edu/ ). This website contains a
database that facilitates information sharing, economic development and neighborhood
initiatives within

West Philadelphia

communities.'''

from a religious paper-based survey which began

in

The

third set

of data was compiled

February of 1999 conducted by the

University of Pennsylvania's School of Social Work, Program for the Study of Organized

*"

Dana C. Tomlin, Geographic Information Svslems and Cartographic Modeling (Engiewood

Cliffs,

NJ:

Prentice Hall. 1990), p. 196.
''

Trinh Iran, "InfoResources West Philadelphia," IVes! Philadelphia by the Numbers on the Web, 3
October 2002, (28 June 2003). < hltp://www.upenn.cdu/pennncws/current./2002/l 03 02/research.html >
1
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Religion and Social Work, directed by Associate Professor

below outlines each piece of data used

Risk Factor

Ram

A. Cnaan. The table

in the final database, its definition

and data source:

The second database consisted of data

that

was

relative to

each individual sacred place.

This data was collected from two different sources, one set from the Philadelphia City

Planning Commission, and the other set from a paper-based religious survey conducted
Philadelphia begun in February of 1999 by the School of Social

Work

at the

in

University

of Pennsylvania.

The data
one table

that

One major

existed in

two

different formats,

could be used for analysis, a

aspect of this

was

lot

and

of data preparation had to be conducted.

that the Philadelphia Planning

points of data and the University

was

Commission had

Of Pennsylvania School Of Social Work's

received a total of 284 points of data and therefore a

data

in order to synthesize this data into

lot

listed

317

survey had

of editing and cleaning of the

required. Because every point of data used in the final analysis required that

both the Philadelphia City Planning Commission data as well as the University of

Pennsylvania School of Social

Work data must be

be removed. The School of Social

Work

included, a portion of the data had to

data points were used as a starting point and

all

of the data within the Philadelphia City Planning Commission that did not match to a
record in the School of Social

this data

was not

Work was

deleted from the final database.

individual houses of worship

incorporations, schools,

etc..

which

The reasoning behind

of Pennsylvania School of Social

Work

is

the focus of this study, but rather

this strategy

as the primary source

categories within the Philadelphia City Planning

The majority of

Commission

of having the University

list

in

was

that there

were

which values could be

obtained for additional records but there were values that existed in the University of

Pennsylvania's database that could not be obtained for additional records. Once these

two

tables

were joined, the records

that

were considered
39

for the final analysis

were only

sacred places of worship. This determined that rectories, schools, missionaries, and
various religious incorporations were

considered

in the final analysis.

It

removed from

the database and therefore not

should be emphasized here that the main purpose of

study was to create a cartographic model in which a genre of building types was

this

studied. This

was accomplished with

number of records

a final

that existed in the

database of 172, a substantial number for the West Philadelphia region.

Phase

III

of this study involved the processing of the data that had been collected

and prepared for analysis. The analysis began with the data
For each

criteria (population

change, vacancy

rate,

poverty, and

same procedure was followed. The ultimate goal was
census criterion. The

first

map was

a vector

absent of analysis preformed on this data.

map and

to

that illustrated a density

set

rate) the

of maps for each

created to illustrate the condition

to

simply display the

information of the particular condition in question. The second

map

unemployment

produce a

purpose was

Its

of census infonnation.

set

map

created

was

a raster

of this particular condition.

The vector map was produced

for

each criterion by allocating the symbology

to

the particular field within the database that held the values of this criterion. After the

symbology was defined,

this

symbology was

further manipulated so that the data

was

separated into natural breaks that occurred within the data and done so in 6 different
classes of values.

The

highest risk, high risk,

risk.

set

of criteria was then labeled on a continuum of high

medium

to

high

These values were shaded darkest

The vector maps were then
this

risk,

would allow each

rasterized

medium

to

low

risk,

low

risk,

to

low

risk:

and lowest

to lightest colors respectively.

rasterized so each individual pixel held a given value;

map

to

have comparable values

40

to

one another,

that

is

that they

each held the same range of values. The highest end of the spectrum, the areas

of highest

risk,

was given

areas of lowest risk

was given

to lowest risk for the

of one

to six.

attributes, the

a value of one,

where

the lowest value

of the spectrum, the

The values were again relabeled

a value of six.

purposes of data presentation, while each pixel

In order to achieve a final

composite

risk

map

still

to highest

retained a value

depicting the census

average was computed for the census rasterized maps. The census

composite risk

map

resulted in the output of a rasterized

map

in

which again was

organized into 6 classes that represented the natural breaks within the values of the data

on a continuum of high
least desirable

to

low

risk.

and most desirable

The process of data
second composite risk

This census composite risk

to live within

presentation

map because

it

was

slightly different for the

set

was

second data

set

and

involved the data relating to individual sacred

large polygon like that of the census infonnation.

second data

identified the areas

West Philadelphia.

places and not large geographic areas. This data

for the

map

to create vector

maps

was attached

The

first

to point rather than to a

step in the data presentation

indicating varying attributes associated

with each sacred place. This was achieved through the use of symbology like that of the

census information vector maps. This vector
in the

map was

also organized into natural breaks

data and into 6 different classes of values. In the case that the attribute associated

with an individual sacred place comprised of only two values, the data was organized into
these two respective classes.

Similar to the data presentation for the census information, the vector

maps

for

individual sacred places had to be converted to raster maps, so that they could participate
in the

map

algebra that was necessary to create the two final composite risk factor
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maps -

one showing the density of building conditions and the other showing the density of the
social

and economic strength of each congregation.

individual raster points, a raster

attribute

was created through

map showing

In order to evaluate the data set

of

the density of the individual sacred place

the use of the neighborhood

sum

operation. All of the

density maps, similar to that of the census infomiation raster maps, were organized into 6
classes

where the natural breaks of the data occurred and then

reclassified so that each

pixel held a value of one to six, areas of highest risk to lowest risk. This accomplished the

goal of analyzing the dataset on an equal and comparable level, a continuum of high to

low

risk,

regardless of the specific range of values associated with the attribute.

At

the point in

which the

attributes associated with

was represented on an equal continuum of risk

map

as represented in the density maps, the

algebra could be preformed to create the two individual sacred place composite risk

maps. Like

The

each individual sacred place

first

that

of the census composite

map, the procedure was

risk

relatively simple.

composite risk map was achieved by averaging the exterior condition

and the structural condition

risk

healthy building conditions.

map and

identified areas of concentration of

The second composite

risk

algebra of the individual social and economic risk factor

ownership of building,

filled

map

risk

poor

resulted from the

map

to

map

maps (budget of congregation,

capacity of building, percentage of people

who

live within a

mile of congregation, and influx of capital to the congregation) and identified areas of

weak

to strong social

Thus

far in this

accomplished: the

composite

and economic health of congregations.

risk

map

first

process the creation of three composite risk

composite

risk

map

maps have been

depicting census conditions, the second

depicting building conditions, and the third composite risk
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map

depicting the social and economic strength of the congregations.

cartographic model to accomplish

risk areas depicted

map. In order

risk

by the

social

to receive the

was

to inquire

what sacred places

answer

layer of all of the sacred places within

risk

fell

risk

were selected

in this

within this area of lowest

map was

map

in

census

indicating the

displayed with the

of the continuum of risk

it

risk.

Once

was exported

this selection

tract

of strongest

as a separate layer

risk

determine

to

map

file.

This

indicating

and then again superimposed on the composite

continuum of building conditions per sacred

place. This

was

order to determine where in the continuum of risk for both impoverishment per
tract

It is

more

procedure was

through the use of the select by

was then superimposed on top of the composite

of impoverishment per census

map

done

file

in the

West Philadelphia was superimposed on top of this

congregations of sacred places was made,
separate layer

phase

within the lowest

of congregations. The select by location function was then used

what sacred places

level

fell

to this question the following

attributes function located in the table associated with the layer

for health

final

and economic strength of each congregation composite

preformed. The strength of congregations composite risk

map. The areas of lowest

The

and health of buildings, these strongest sacred places would

fall.

always important to understand the limitations of a cartographic model, as

often than not, these limitations are real.

The most obvious

available data. Within the field of cultural resource

limitation

management,

it is

that all the infonnation related to a cultural resource exists in a digital

in this particular study, that all

is

the lack of

unrealistic to think

fonn or

rather, as

of the data relating to a particular cultural resource has

been documented. Another limitation which
limitations within a cartographic

model

is

may

be one of the highest levels of

the model's inability to incorporate subjective

43

data verses objective data.

In the field

of preservation

An example
this is often

of subjective data would be historical sigficance.

one of the most important

criteria that

propel a building or stnicture towards the benefits of conservation.
acquire data that

limitation

is

all-mclusive, mutually exclusive, and
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One should

meanmgful and

of not having subjective data would be minimized.

would

if

strive to

done

so, the
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Results
The
hituition

results

of this cartographic model were both unexpected and provoking,

would lead one

of impoverishment

to believe that the sacred places that lay within the highest areas

in the region

would not only have

the poorest building conditions but

also have struggling congregations due to lack of social and financial support.

sacred places that

lie

within the highest areas of impoverishment within

The

West

Philadelphia do indeed also have the poorest building conditions. However, within this

high area of impoverishment and poorest building conditions lay the socially and

economically strongest congregations. The tables below

Twenty
and low

six

of one hundred and seventy two sacred places exist

risk area for social

and economic strength of congregations,

within the area of strongest congregations:

Sacred Place

illustrate the precise results.

in

that

both the lowest

is,

they exist

Of these

twenty six selected strongest congregations, twelve of them exist

risk area, ten exist in the high risk area

and four

impoverishment within West Philadelphia:

Sacred Place

exist in the

medium

in the

highest

to high risk area

of

Tabernacle Baptist

Of the 26

selected strongest congregations, seven of them exist in the highest risk area,

thirteen exist in the high risk area, and six exist in the

poorest building conditions within West Philadelphia:

Sacred Place

medium

to high risk area for

Mt. Pisgah

Church

AME

Chapter Five:
Conclusion
Sacred places play an invaluable role within our urban communities. They strive

amongst threatening times of social and economical unrest

to stand tall

The

their existence.

haven

to those

instability.

who

ironic situation

are in

in this thesis, those

membership and therefore

that sacred places are the institutions that provide a

need during these threatening times of social and economical

Their continued survival

As evidenced

is

that jeopardize

a

is

critical to the health

of our urban communities.

demand

congregations which have the highest

comparably high budget due

to this strong

for

membership,

exist

of debilitating conditions within pockets of the greatest social and economic

in structures

impoverishment within West Philadelphia.

It is

not surprising in retrospect that the

sacred places within the unstable areas of West Philadelphia are those sacred places with
the strongest membership, as people turn to spiritual guidance

troubling,

rate

is

that these buildings are in

is

such poor condition they

difficuU times.

may

not survive

What

is

if this

of deterioration continues.

From

a preservation point

sacred places hold

is

of view, the profusion of cultural significance that

immeasurable. They provide an invaluable

artistic

and architectural

resource of our cultural heritage. They are concentrations of often opulent architectural
quality and craftsmanship that continue to impress those

However, beneath
critical role that

are

home

to

this surface

who happen

to pass by.

of intense architectural quality and craftsmanship,

is

the

sacred places perfonn within impoverished communities. Sacred places

many

social services within the urban

community such

rehabilitation, after school programs, food pantries,

76

homeless

as daycare, drug

shelters, etc.

Within

Philadelphia,

The

more than 90 percent of congregations provide community programs.

social services that they provide our urban

Here

financial resources.

neighborhoods are invaluable and require

how do we

lies the critical issue:

as a

community keep

the

buildings of sacred places alive without drawing financial resources from the social

programs the congregations provide? The purpose of this
problem, as there

would be

became

is

no single answer, but rather

thesis

to identify those

the most eligible for preservation efforts in

is

not to solve this

congregations that

West Philadelphia

if the

resources

available.

Sacred places rely on the contributions of their congregations to support their
operating costs, and are ineligible for most sources of external funding due to their
religious affiliation. Religious affiliated structures are not eligible for federal funding as

stipulated in the

first

amendment of the United

the involvement of the

government

States Bill

in the actions

of Rights which does not allow

of a church. Furthermore, sacred places

are not eligible for state funding unless they have achieved special

listed

is,

on the National Register of Historic Places.

landmark

If a sacred place is

status

on the

list

-

that

of

National Register of Historic Places, they must often match those contributions provided

by

the state,

which

is

often not possible. Private lending options from banking

banks prefer not

to lend to religious

institutions

have proven

institutions

because they are not income producing properties.

This dilemma

is

difficult as well, as

evident in urban communities throughout the United States;

however. West Philadelphia provides a regional area where

The population decline of Philadelphia
'^

Mark Alan Hughes and Anais

as a

whole began

Loizillon, Critical Issues

predicament

1950 and

Facing Pfiiladelphia

Revival, (Philadelphia: Public/Private Ventures, 1998), p.l.
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m

this

's

fell

is

from

extreme.

2.1

Neigliborlioods: Building

^*'
This population decline has
million residents in 1950 to 1.5 million residents in 1995.

resulted in the impoverishment that has spread throughout various areas within

Philadelphia, most concentrated in the core neighborhoods like that of

West

Philadelphia.

In an attempt to highlight the areas where preservation efforts should be focused on if the

resources

become

available to sacred places within

West Philadelphia,

a geographic

information system analysis was employed. The conclusion of this analysis resulted in

would be most

the total of twenty six sacred places that

in

need of preservation. These

twenty six sacred places also prove to have the strongest congregations due

membership and healthy budget. These

strongest congregations

however

great impoverishment and are housed in buildings of poor conditions.

these twenty six congregations,

however

funding for the social services. As a

strong, are being exhausted

result, the

to their large

exist in areas of

The budgets of

by providing the

maintenance and care of the building

neglected. Consequently, the reality remains that there

is

no

is

right solution to this

problem. Taking financial resources away from the social programs

is

not an option, as

these social programs provide a critical resource to the community. However, the

concern for the continued existence of the buildings housing these congregations
critical as

is

they not only provide the community with a sense of cultural pride and

significance but also provide the

community with an invaluable

social resource.

In an attempt to address this critical issue, organizations such as Partners for

Sacred Places have stepped forward. Partners for Sacred Places

located in center city

is

Philadelphia and has taken on as their mission to provide both guidance and support for
sacred places within impoverished communities. There mission

*'

Mark Alan Hughes and Anais

Loizillon, Criiical Issues

Facing Philadelphia

Revival. (Philadelphia: Public/Private Ventures, 1998), p.2.
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is

stated as follows:

's

Neighborhoods: Building

Partners

for

Sacred

Places

is

the

only

national,

non-protlt

non-sectarian,

organization dedicated to the sound stewardship and active

community use of

America's older religious properties. Partners provides assistance to the people
who care for sacred places while promoting a new understanding of how these
places sustain communities.''^

Partners for Sacred Places

was founded

in

preservation, and philanthropic leaders.*'^

1989 by a group of religious, historic

A

landmark study conducted by the Partners

for Sacred Places in Philadelphia took the first look at the pattern

housing of social programs

in historic religious buildings.

Some

and unifonnity of the
of their findings include

the following:

•

Over 90 percent of congregations with older buildings serve
by sharing

•

80%
are

•

the larger

community

their facilities.

of all those benefiting from community programs housed by congregations

non-members.

More

than

75%

of congregations depend on their

own

facilities to

house

community programs.
•

Congregations with older properties face hundreds of thousands of dollars in
repair costs, and

buildings and

many have

urgent roofing or structural problems that put both

community programs

at great risk.

In an attempt to help serve these religious institutions. Partners for Sacred Places has

established

*'

numerous programs and

resources.

An example

of a few of these resources

Partners for Sacred Places, "Mission," Partners for Sacred Places. (30 June 2003).

<http://www.sacredplaces.0rg/about.html#l>.
'''

''

Ibid.

Partners for Sacred Places, "Research," Partners for Sacred Places. (30 June 2003).

<http://www.sacredplaces.0rg/about.html#l>.
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is

as follows: an extensive library that provides information on a range of topics related to

the care and use of sacred places.

religious properties to help recruit

programs but also

their social

Conference

that

new

to help

of

that provides stewards

The Sacred Places Tool Kit

partners and resources to help not only sustain

maintain their buildings, and a Sacred Trusts

draws a national audience from clergy

to historic preservationists that

help spread the awareness of this issue.

One
is

particular funding approach that Partners for Sacred Places

called the Metropolitan Funding

is

trying to mobilize

Mechanism. This program proposes

a gathering

of

resources from suburban descendants of these historic properties and to distribute these

resources to the urban inheritors of the buildings.

effort that

would attempt

religions that

had

to gather resources

their beginnings in so

It

would be

from the mainline denominations and

many of these

City of Philadelphia and to distribute these resources

independent congregations most

The value of this study

lies

in

Mechanism -

in effect, a triage.

issue.

''°

We

need

to

among

those denominations and

within the selection from an extensive

West Philadelphia those most

factors that

historic religious properties in the

need of the preservation of their structures.

places within

different cultural resources

a multi-denominational

likely to benefit

from a Metropolitan Funding

The advantage of being able

on a single platfomi

be considered.

It is

is

number of sacred

to incorporate

of great use,

when

many

there are

many

imperative that attention should be brought to this

are facing the possibility of losing an invaluable resource to our urban

Partners for Sacred Places, "Programs,"

Farmers for Sacred Places, (30 June 2003).

<http://www.sacredplaces.0rg/about.html#l>.
^'

Mark Alan Hughes and Anais

Loiziilon, Critical Issues

Revival, (Philadelphia: Public/Private Ventures, 1998), p.l
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Facing Philadelphia
1.

's

Neighborhoods: Building

communities and of our
of what

is

cultural heritage, a devastation that

tolerable.

81

would extend

the boundaries
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